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Five years after the 2008 financial crisis, which 

played a key role in the worldwide recession, its 

effects continue to negatively impact the global 

economy. With Cyprus, the latest country to be 

plunged into financial peril in March 2013, it has 

never been clearer that the failure of financial 

institutions puts the health of entire economies 

in jeopardy. As those financial institutions 

attempt to rebuild against a backdrop of 

increased regulatory pressure, decreased 

public trust and—above all—talent shortages, 

the current environment of certain uncertainty 

makes it imperative that they have in place 

a robust workforce strategy that accelerates 

execution of their business strategy.

“Healthy financial institutions are 

indispensable to any productive sector  

and economy. Events over the past few  

years have wrought unprecedented change 

to the landscape of the financial sector,”  

said Mike Van Handel, ManpowerGroup  

Chief Financial Officer. “As we have seen, 

strong economies rely heavily on the vitality  

of their economic institutions.”

Yet, alarmingly, more than 76% of surveyed 

global financial firms are operating without 

a fully implemented workforce strategy, a 

recent survey by ManpowerGroup Solutions’ 

Strategic Workforce Consulting (SWC) business 

found. [Figure 1]. In addition, more than half 

of financial firm respondents said that Human 

Resources (HR) plays no role or a limited role in 

implementing business strategy. This is despite 

ManpowerGroup’s global Talent Shortage 

Survey showing that finance professionals  

have ranked among the top 10 hardest jobs  

to fill for each of the past eight years.1 

Recruiting this talent “places a substantial 

strain on our resources as we try to deliver  

on what we need today and plan for a  

different future,” one bank executive  

recently told ManpowerGroup. It is a 

complaint that resonates—a recent IBM  

study found that 46% of Banking and  

Financial Market CEOs feel they are  

ill-equipped to successfully operate in  

today’s radically changing environment.2
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firms are operating without a fully 
implemented workforce strategy.
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No business strategy can be successfully executed without a workforce strategy that takes into 

account which key roles within an organization are critical to moving the business forward. Assessing 

and forecasting workforce needs is an ongoing effort that should reflect how a company is adapting  

to unpredictable market changes. In the Human Age, creating effective workforce strategies for  

the future and building the mission-critical talent pipeline is the key competitive differentiator. For  

the financial services sector, the implications of having a workforce strategy to enable a company  

to fulfill its goals are clear not only for driving business success, but for that of entire economies.

AN INduSTRY IN CRISIS, BuT  
RIpE WITH OppORTuNITY

In the aftermath of the crisis, trust in financial institutions has hit a new low. In a recent Gallup survey, 

the American public’s confidence in banks was rated at 18%—which is lower than the confidence 

level documented at the height of the global financial collapse.3 This is not just a u.S. phenomenon—

globally, 36% of customers have changed their primary bank, and an additional 7% report that they 

are planning to leave their current bank.4 

discontent among customers is a concern, but not the only one. discontent is also evident among 

talent. Granted, some students and graduates report an active desire to join financial institutions. “We 

are seeing a different profile of candidates,” said Leanne Gaemers, director, people development, at 

ING. “They see how important banks are to the economy and they want to be part of the change.” 

Continued economic uncertainty along with more recent financial missteps and potential rating 

downgrades may further dissuade students from joining financial firms. Also, a nascent movement 

on some elite college campuses deliberately steers students away from finance into public service 

careers. Social media surrounding the financial crisis has certainly affected how students frame their 

career choices.

prolonged public distrust has made the financial industry a target for sweeping reform with 

governmental regulations like the dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer protection Act 

and Basel III. Once fully developed and phased in, new regulations have the potential to reshape 

the industry by changing the oversight structure for all financial institutions; placing restrictions on 

products and services; significantly changing requirements around capital, liquidity, and corporate 

governance requirements, and imposing additional charges.
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These root and branch reforms mean talent 
demands have shifted as skills requirements 
have evolved faster than supply can keep 
pace. Not only do financial firms need to  
find highly technical talent to fill critical  
new risk and compliance analysis roles,  
but they continue to seek talent with  

cross-functional capabilities who  
can broadly collaborate across the 
organization. This type of talent might  
not be categorized by a standard job  
title as the profession is evolving to  
include a greater range of capabilities.  
[Figure 1].

“On the talent side, the new climate of more regulation is creating  
a hot spot for risk, regulatory, and compliance talent…everybody  
wants them.”

Cindy Erickson, Head of Human Resources, Citizens Financial Group

Figure 1

WHat do Financial institutions need?
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“Our newest generations are not into banking in a traditional way 
through brick and mortar branches; they like self—service. So 
we need talent who know how to make personal connections 
through other channels like mobile and online. But we also need to 
optimize our interactions with these customers when they do finally 
come into the branches. Banks will need more generalists, people 
who have a deep knowledge of bank products but who are also 
customer—focused and can solve their problems.” 

Jeff Van De Velde, Sun Trust Executive

The evolution of mobile banking is one example of how a growing trend in the finance world is creating new 

types of jobs. There are more than six billion mobile phones in use worldwide. Many of today’s consumers 

use mobile devices exclusively as their preferred transaction medium, and products and services tailored 

Figure 2
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CONCLUSION

The challenge for the �nancial services industry is to keep pace with a volatile global 
and mobile economy that is expected to grow in payment volume to $1 trillion by 2016.

Financial services companies have to develop products and services tailored for mobile 
users which requires talent that:

Many of today’s 
consumers use 
mobile devices 
exclusively as 
their preferred 
transaction medium.

There are more 
than six billion 
mobile phones 
in use worldwide.

Worldwide, more than 
1,000 companies are 
investing in 
completely new 
mobile payment 
platforms, services, 
and initiatives.

158 million 
mobile payment 
users can make 
purchases 
anytime, 
anywhere, and 
in any currency.

THE EVOLUTION OF MOBILE BANKING
New Challenges & Opportunities

 Understands the possibilities and restrictions 
 posted by the telecom market

 Can design the right networks, infrastructure 
 and partnerships

a

b

 Can anticipate evolving trends C
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for mobile users require creators of finance 
products and services to understand the 
possibilities and restrictions posed by the 
telecom market. Technology innovators 
designing the right networks, infrastructure 
and partnerships to bring finance products 
and services to billions of consumers must 
accurately understand evolving finance trends 
and regulations.

Worldwide, more than 1,000 companies are 
investing in completely new mobile payment 
platforms, services, and initiatives so that 
158 million mobile payment users can make 
purchases anytime, anywhere, and in any 
currency. The challenge for the financial 
services industry is to keep pace with a 
volatile global and mobile economy that  
is expected to grow in payment volume  
to $1 trillion by 2016.5 [Figure 2]. 
 
As consumers prefer to manage their  
finances from home or elsewhere and 
transactions are increasingly completed 
online, banks are forced to diversify their 
range of services in-branch. Leveraging 
insights from trend-setting retailers, branch 
spaces now sometimes resemble a Starbucks 
or an Apple store. Touch screens, video-
tellers and self-service kiosks that reduce 
waiting times for basic transactions enable 
employees to sell products that help drive 
revenue. Onsite, client-facing talent is now 
required to wear a range of hats—they need 
to possess a strong command of technology 
as well as a learning mindset in order to keep 
up as that technology evolves.

Over the next several years it’s estimated 
that in excess of one billion people will be 
working virtually—more than 30% of the 
global workforce. Financial firms that leverage 
technology and a range of flexible work 

models incorporating full-time, part-time  
workers and remote or virtual talent with  
in-demand skills will have a competitive 
advantage. They’ll better control costs and  
tap valuable talent that otherwise would  
not have been accessible in a traditional  
full-time work model.

With jobs across the finance sector 
consistently ranking among the hardest  
to fill, the competition for scarce, proven  
talent becomes fiercer than ever and  
makes the need to develop a robust  
workforce strategy to attract and retain  

that talent of paramount importance. 

THE CALL TO 
ACTION: dEVELOp 
A WORkFORCE 
STRATEGY

In today’s environment, a company’s  
business strategy is rapidly shifting. That’s  
why companies need a workforce strategy  
that matches its direction and pace. This 
workforce strategy then becomes the frame  
of reference for all decisions around work 
models, people practices, and talent sources.  
It not only protects an organization’s investment 

Financial services firms need 
to ask themselves: “Do our 
current workforce strategies 
and plans support our plans  
for long-term growth in this 
changing environment?”

 “
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“It is always a challenge to find qualified analysts with hands-on experience 
with specific programs as well as the social skills to describe the results to 
someone who is not an expert in the field.” 

Brian McQuade, HR deputy general manager with Mizuho Corporate Bank, Ltd.

in the business strategy but the workforce strategy often brings the business strategy into clearer focus 
and can help accelerate its achievement.

“Any company’s business strategy must carefully consider the workforce implications, as that 
business strategy is immaterial without the talented people available to execute it,” said Scott 
Ahlstrand, SWC global practice leader. “A holistic workforce strategy takes into account important 
external factors that affect current and future talent sources, including demographic shifts, the  
rise of emerging markets and ever-evolving technology. Without adequate planning, companies  

will discover all too late that “on-demand” talent will simply no longer be available.”  

In an ever-changing environment, businesses are challenged to understand the roles and skills that are 
business-critical not only now, but in years to come. Lack of a long-term workforce strategy will deprive 
companies of the talent they need to gain a competitive edge. Just as it would be unthinkable for a chief 
financial officer to focus on the short-term instead of implementing a five to 10-year debt-to-capital plan, 
businesses also need to plan where talent is coming from, and which talent should be cultivated long-term 
versus short-term to develop a robust workforce strategy. 

confirm Business 
Strategy Implications

What’S NoW?

align on Workforce 
Needs & capabilities

What’S Next?

create Workforce  
Strategy

What DoeS WINNINg Look LIke?

Develop action  
Plan What actIoNS WILL Make It haPPeN?

execute Measure  
& refine

hoW WILL We MeaSure rISk & SucceSS?

steps to build YouR WoRkFoRce stRategY
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For example, the workforce implications of banking becoming more “self-service” and the business 
model being driven through mobile devices creates demand for talent that is conversant with social 
media; diverse so as to be reflective of client bases; has the ability to engage clients and build virtual 
trust and confidence; is a blend of virtual and creative; and is scarce (for example software engineers  
who are needed to build out a massive virtual delivery infrastructure). 

THE STRATEGIC WORkFORCE  
CONSuLTING FRAMEWORk

confirm business strategy implications   
Our Strategic Workforce Consulting Framework is designed to connect your business strategy to  
a meaningful, future-focused workforce strategy. We start by working with you to understand how  

your business strategy should inform choices around talent sources, answering questions such as:

• As your business evolves, what  
capabilities and skills will it need?

• What roles drive the most value  

now and in the future?

We know that the marketplace challenges facing financial service companies have made it hugely 
problematic to attract, retain and optimize the right talent needed to support long-term growth strategies.

When designing an effective workforce strategy to fill in-demand roles that are critical to delivering 
business strategy,there is a need to think beyond C-suite executives and senior leaders. For example, 
bank managers, desperately needed in emerging markets, possess deep knowledge of bank products 
and a strong understanding of consumer needs, enabling them to pinpoint the right resource. Also 
in demand are risk managers, who can cross-functionalize and bridge compliance and risk with their 
understanding of operations.

These roles represent pivot points in the organization where improvements in talent make the biggest 
difference in performance efficiency or effectiveness and provide sustainable competitive advantage. An 
analysis of critical constituencies needs to be holistic in its approach, not only uncovering the roles but 
identifying the specific basic, technical and soft skills that drive business success. Only then can a skills 
match or mismatch be determined.

With some of our financial and banking clients, our teams have developed solutions around mobility of 
talent across brands and networks so that they can restructure their workforce and create the flexibility 
needed to adapt to economic cycles. In our work with clients, SWC teams define strategies that go 
beyond specific roles and instead define skills clusters [Figure 3] that group multiple occupations that 
share similar skills. This gives clients the flexibility they need for the future and also allows them to better 

define how they might move talent to their business critical roles. 

• What leadership capabilities are needed  
to drive your business forward?

• To support anticipated changes, what  
workforce practices will need to be updated? 
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align on Workforce needs & capabilities   
Once talent risks and opportunities have been identified, our SWC consultants work with your team  
to establish what needs to be done with your workforce to get to the desired goal—setting priorities, 
identifying specific investments, and anticipating outcomes—and help you align on those priorities. 

Achieving leadership alignment around the workforce implications of a business strategy and then  
agreeing on priority focus areas is the number one challenge to developing a workforce strategy.  
One of the clients we work with had difficulty resolving the role of leadership and culture in their  
innovation strategy. HR leadership saw this as a key priority, but the business unit struggled to  
see the gap between leadership today and what was needed going forward. It was only by focusing  
on that mismatch in the context of the business transformation they were trying to achieve that their  
workforce strategy could be appropriately focused.

Our web-based Workforce Navigator™ tool is designed to help clients achieve leadership alignment more 
quickly by surfacing specific key gaps between future talent needs and a company’s current practices.  
using a quantitative approach, it helps surface specific rub points between future talent needs and a  
company’s current practices. detailed results enable leadership to align on a focused set of key talent  
priorities that are instrumental in achieving business success, quickly translating into great operational focus  
and efficiency. Budgeting, resource allocation, and decision-making become much more straightforward.

Figure 3

In the future, mobility across 
industries and roles will be a 
new normal. Skills clusters are:

• A contemporary way to 
 group multiple occupations 
 that share similar skills 

• An element of a workforce
 taxonomy that is a parent 
 to two or more jobs or 
 occupations (children)

• Speci�c enough to be 
 demonstrated and learned 
 while also being comprehensive 
 such that it is shared by 
 multiple jobs or occupations

• Traceable to government 
 and private industry 
 data sets for statistical 
 comparison purposes

• Represents foundation skills

MOBILITY IS THE NEW NORMAL: SKILL CLUSTERS

SYSTEMS
and NETWORK SOFTWARE development

Computer 
scientist and 

systems analyst

Computer
software
engineer

Computer
programmer

Database
administrator

Network and
computer systems

administrator
and analyst

Cluster Occupations
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create Workforce strategy   
Once leadership is aligned on the priorities, our consultants identify the specific workforce models and 

practices required to support talent strategies, addressing the following dimensions [Figure 4]:

By answering these questions, a workforce strategy is generated that drives future business performance. 

develop action plan   
Effective action planning creates organizational alignment, accountability, execution and measurement. 

SWC translates strategy into practical, tactical actions that give workforce strategies momentum  

year-over-year. These action plans answer questions, such as [Figure 5]:

1. Who will lead the various aspects of the action plan?

2. What are the specific actions and timetable?

3. how will progress be measured?  

4. What risks are associated with the action plan?

5. What contingencies should we put in place to manage the risks?

develop action plan

• Will you have access to the talent that you need, in the places  

you need it, at the cost and quality that you have planned?

• How will work need to be structured to flexibly adapt to  

changes in the business environment? 

talent sources

Workforce Models

• How will you align your people practices to ensure you are 

engaging top talent in the most effective way going forward?

people practices

Figure 4

Figure 5
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execute Measure & Refine    
designing a robust workforce strategy is not a one-time event. Assessing and forecasting  

workforce needs is an ongoing effort that should reflect how a company is adapting to market 

changes and the ever-present threat of certain uncertainty. SWC aligns a dashboard-style  

monitoring system to a workforce strategy that anticipates business shifts, and companies that 

proactively monitor and forecast the impact of these shifts gain a clear competitive advantage.

CONCLuSION: A WORkFORCE STRATEGY  
THAT ACCELERATES RESuLTS

Converging and intertwined macro-economic trends and the world’s financial crisis have forced all 

financial institutions to transform themselves into mobile, fast, flexible and transparent organizations 

that design and deliver the right products to meet customers’ rising expectations.

Like most industries, the finance world needs the elusive skilled talent required to support business 

strategies that will spur success in the marketplace. Specialized and multi-skilled IT and finance 

professionals that can align ambitious business goals, enable more transparent operations and, 

ultimately, to stay ahead of the fastest pace of technological change in human history will be key  

to winning.

In this climate of change, banking and financial institutions need to restructure their workforce  

as they seek to build the kind of flexibility needed to quickly adapt to economic changes. Vital to  

success is determining the return on investment for different workforce strategies to know where 

to take the next calculated role—moving talent to different departments, redeploying people from 

back office to front office roles—while at the same time retaining the best talent through the change. 

ManpowerGroup Solutions’ Strategic Workforce Consulting will help you take a fact and data-based 

approach to determine the best balance of workforce strategies to not only achieve the best return  

on investment, but to ensure that it can be sustained over time.
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